ABSTRACT It has been envisaged that in future 5G networks user devices will become an integral part by participating in the transmission of mobile content traffic typically through device-to-device (D2D) technologies. In this context, we promote the concept of mobility as a service, where content-aware mobile network edge is equipped with necessary knowledge on device mobility in order to distribute popular mobile content items to interested clients via a small number of helper devices. Toward this end, we present a device-level information centric networking architecture that is able to perform intelligent content distribution operations according to necessary context information on mobile user mobility and content characteristics. Based on such a platform, we further introduce device-level online content caching and offline helper selection algorithms in order to optimize the overall system efficiency. In particular, this paper sheds distinct light on the importance of user mobility data analytics based on which helper selection can lead to overall system optimality. Based on representative user mobility models, we conducted realistic simulation experiments and modeling which have proven the efficiency in terms of both network traffic offloading gains and user-oriented performance improvements. In addition, we show how the framework can be flexibly configured to meet specific delay tolerance constraints according to specific context policies.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mobile traffic incurred from content-based services keeps increasing day by day due to the rapidly growing popularity of smart devices (e.g. smartphones) as well as social media applications. According to Cisco's Visual Network Index (VNI), mobile data traffic is expected to grow sharply, reaching 30.6 Exabyte per month by 2020 [1] . Over half of all the IP traffic will originate from non-PC devices (such as smartphones, smart wearables, tablets and machine-tomachine modules). The cellular network infrastructure is considered as one of the most common communication infrastructures for mobile content access and delivery. How to handle such explosive growth of mobile content traffic volume will become a key research issue in designing the future 5G-based mobile networks. On the other hand, in the traditional peer-to-peer (P2P) networking paradigms, an Internet user may contribute his/her own computing and communication resources by participating in content swarming operations. Mobile users nowadays may also have similar incentives in terms of being involved in mobile content delivery while on the move. Thanks to Device-to-device (D2D) communications, such an enabling technique will not only offer enhanced user experiences in mobile content delivery, but also help to tackle the aforementioned issue of mobile traffic explosion in the era of 5G. D2D communication is considered as one of key emerging technologies in 5G cellular network architecture [2] .
Concerning content distribution techniques, research efforts have been recently spent on various network architectures which are able to natively handle networked content at large scale, with content/information centric networking (CCN/ICN) paradigms being a typical example [3] . The design rationale of ICN is to make the network infrastructure content-aware, in which case the network is able to intelligently perform content-based operations such as content resolution/searching, delivery, as well as storage and caching [3] . On the other hand, up till now, the mainstream of ICN research has been focusing on fixed ISP networks, including name based routing and the support of in-network caching of popular content objects. Most recently, proposals have also been made towards the support of content caching in the LTE based mobile cellular network environments [4] , [5] . Specifically, with popular content objects being cached at the mobile network edge (e.g. at Macro base-station eNodeBs (eNBs)), it is envisaged that the end-to-end access and delivery delay of mobile content can be substantially reduced. Nevertheless, even in this scenario, it should be noted that end users still need to download content objects through expensive cellular links from eNBs.
Recent technology advancement in D2D communications has enabled direct communication between mobile devices without always transmitting data traffic through expensive cellular links [6] - [9] . Meanwhile, emerging mobile devices such as smart phones are featured with high computational power, larger storage capacity, long battery life, accurate GPS location functions, as well as heterogeneous wireless interfaces such as cellular, WiFi and Bluetooth. Such advanced features allow mobile devices to play a more active role in content distributions rather than simply being dummy user terminal for consuming mobile data. A typical example, in this case, is D2D based traffic offloading [6] , where (relatively small) mobile content objects can be carried by mobile devices and disseminated to nearby interested consumers directly, but without involving the cellular infrastructure in the data plane. In this case, mobile devices can be deemed as an integral part of the mobile network with their own contribution of resources for serving other clients. The obvious benefit is to effectively save expensive cellular spectrum resources through offloading portion of traffic to D2D based communications in support of content delivery. Nevertheless, while D2D communication in cellular networks can be potentially a promising technology for improving network throughput, spectrum efficiency, and transmission delay [10] , there has been no systematic guidance or policy on optimised management and control of D2D based content delivery [6] - [9] .
In this paper, we advocate the concept of network controlled MaaS to offload traffic, where mobile content can be directly distributed to interested clients through D2D links via a small number of incentivised mobile helpers. We leverage on the ICN principle and push this to the device level, such that a helper device can become an integral part of the network that participates in mobile content distributions to other clients in proximity. Unlike other D2D offloading frameworks our proposed D2D framework allows operators to flexibly configure the offloading policy according to specific user context including delay-tolerance, mobility patterns and content characteristics. Such flexibility breaks the traditional boundary between delay-tolerant and non-delay-tolerant scenarios, as the network architecture is able to handle them in a unified manner with flexible configurability in offloading content traffic. This paper is based on our preliminary work [11] which introduced a basic suite of content manipulation protocols, including mobile edge based content resolution, delivery and caching/eviction management. As new contributions, in this paper we further shed lights on the following important factors pertaining to the efficiency and practicality of the proposed MaaS framework:
A. HELPER MANAGEMENT: HELPER SELECTION STRATEGY BASED ON ANALYTICS OF USER MOBILITY PATTERNS
It can be easily inferred that the selection of helpers will have a significant impact on the efficiency of opportunistic D2D based content distribution. This requires necessary human behaviour learning and analytics which can be performed based on historical mobility data. The good news is that it has been reported that the daily behavioural patterns of the majority of mobile users are regular/predictable and tends to have repeated patterns, including mobility and application/content usage [12] , [13] . Based on such knowledge, we propose an offline helper selection algorithm for identifying a small proportion of helpers that can be ideally responsible for distributing mobile content to encountered consumers. Specifically, we apply the Gaussian mixture model in order to determine a set of helpers with distinct mobility models, typically based on their association with specific Point of Interests (POI) at different locations. In reality, a set of POIs can be identified as any popular place such as shopping centres etc.
B. HELPER MOBILITY: CONTEXT-AWARE INTER-eNB COORDINATION ON HELPER MOBILITY ACROSS CELL BOUNDARIES
On one hand, each eNB maintains its local knowledge about the content availability at the helper side in order to efficiently serve interested clients in proximity. On the other hand, in practice, a helper device may travel to multiple places (e.g. POIs) covered by different eNBs. In order to maximise the geographical service coverage of a helper, individual eNBs may need necessary coordination between them for synchronising their knowledge on the content availability carried by on-the-move helpers. A technical challenge here is the incurred signalling and knowledge maintenance overhead and repository overhead for supporting helper handover (HO) which needs to be minimised. For this purpose, a heat-map based selective HO coordination between eNBs has been proposed in this paper. Such a scheme employs a flexible decision-making logic for determining when the information about the content availability at a helper side should be passed on to other eNBs. This can be either adjacent or non-adjacent, VOLUME 6, 2018 depending on his/her mobility patterns such as historical statistics on the duration/frequency of being associated with specific eNBs.
C. DETAILED DISCUSSION ON THE SYSTEM-LEVEL REALISATION OF THE PROPOSED SCHEME Specifically, in this paper we elaborated in details how the proposed scheme can be realised based on one existing ICN instance, namely CCN [3] that has been well-known in the literature. We particularly explain in the paper how different CCN repository tables can be used for our purposes in a network-assisted D2D environment, and what is required as new repositories and signalling mechanisms in order to support the content caching and distribution between devices. In addition, we also provide detailed information on how the proposed scheme can be supported by the current LTE-A based cellular environments, for instance the interaction of the ICN function components with cellular oriented elements such as GTP tunnels.
D. EXTENDED EVALUATION BASED ON REALISTIC MOBILITY MODELS
By extensive simulations based on the realistic shortest path map based movement model (SPMBM) and the working day movement model (WDMM) [13] , we prove that the analytical modelling results on the POI-based helper selection well match the corresponding simulation results. In addition to the network-oriented key performance indicators (KPIs), the paper further quantifies user related metrics such as reward distribution fairness among helpers. From helper incentive point of view, we specifically analyse the actual reward performances back to those incentivised helpers based on their contributions. The goal is to make sure the proposed scheme is able to assure the returned benefit for those mobile users acting as the helpers in the open business market. As part of the evaluation, we propose specific recommendations for which content level D2D offloading can be deemed as an effective offloading solution under various mobility models. Based on such guidelines and trade-offs, our proposed framework can be flexibly configured to support offloading according to specific degrees of delay tolerance. We study the effect of selective hand over coordination between eNBs for enabling human-in-the-loop mobile content delivery operations in a mobile environment.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In section 2, we summarise the related work. Section 3 presents the network assisted ICN enabled MaaS based D2D offloading framework. Based on such framework, we propose offline POI based helpers' selection along with its analytical modelling, Content control caching algorithm, and Selective heat-map based HO coordination mechanism in section 4, 5 and 6 respectively. Practicality considerations for realising the proposed framework are presented in section 7. Simulation results are presented in Section 8. Section 9 finally concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
A Recent study by Intel Corporation showed that a content based distributed caching technology in a cellular network can provide improved backhaul, transport efficiency and user QoE. Specifically, content caching has the potential to reduce backhaul capacity requirements by up to 35%. Local DNS caching can reduce web page download time by 20% [14] . In the context of various Internet architectures, ICN has been widely investigated in the research community for efficient content distribution at large scale [3] . One envisaged benefit of ICN is enhanced mobility support, covering consumer, source and content mobility. Despite this, very limited research has specifically looked into the effectiveness of ICN with regard to this feature [15] . Opportunistic offloading by direct D2D communication was exploited widely in the latest works [7] , [9] , [16] , [17] and proved to offload more than 70% of delay tolerant traffic from cellular infrastructure. In the existing D2D based offloading schemes [7] , [9] , all the mobile devices are actively involved in data relaying without identifying dedicated helpers, which poses high complexity and increased interference risks. In addition, practically not all users in the network would be willing to disseminate content to peers. In our scheme, only a subset of incentivised helpers are involved in content dissemination.
Khoshkholgh et al. [18] aimed at addressing D2D communication's interference with cellular links, and they proposed a scheme to protect mobile users for guaranteed connectivity of devices. The proposed scheme took advantage of cognitive radio technology in detecting and exploiting underutilised spectrum for supporting D2D communications. Andreev et al. [19] demonstrated that the locations of the users relative to each other can highly impact the overall system performance, especially in the context of networkassisted D2D communication. Filippo proposed DROiD [7] , a network assisted ad-hoc based offloading strategy that adapts to the varying opportunistic dissemination to improve the distribution of popular contents throughout a mobile network. It is worth noting that none of the existing networkassisted schemes can offload data at reconfigurable time interval and they still follow ad-hoc based routing dissemination, which is expensive and complicated.
Li et al. [16] studied the optimal helper subset selection as a problem of utility function maximisation under multiple constraints. Nevertheless, this is used only to offload delay tolerant traffic without network assistance. Andreev et al. proposed a network assisted D2D offloading system model [17] , in which all the users in the network can participate in offloading traffic. A dedicated application server was responsible for resolving every single request that comes to the D2D server, which can potentially invoke high signalling overhead and also suffer from a single point of failure. From a standardisation point of view, 3GPP has addressed D2D ProSe communication technology as a viable offloading solution [20] . In addition, IRTF has recently produced a set of baseline scenario of using ICN in Opportunistic Content Sharing [21] . In the context of D2D resource allocation, Ghazanfar et al. exploited multi-antenna beamforming mechanism and proposed a framework [22] where transmit power is maximised toward the direction of intended D2D receiver node. This effectively minimises the interference risk in the network. Liu et al. proposed a joint mode selection and resource allocation algorithm to minimise the overall interference of coexisting cellular and Wi-Fi for the D2D communications [23] . Pyattaev et al. [24] proved that the network-assisted WiFi Direct based peer discovery and direct connection establishment can significantly improve the performance of proximal applications and reduce the power consumed by the clients involved. The summary of the proposed D2D based schemes in literature is presented in Table 1 .
III. OVERALL FRAMEWORK DESIGN A. OVERVIEW
Control and user plane functionalities in existing LTE evolved packet core network (EPC) is handled by devices such as eNB, Serving Gateway (SGW) and Packet Data Network Gateway (PGW) etc. In order to manage user mobility in a cellular network, user plane traffic is always encapsulated in tunnels (i.e. GPRS Tunnelling Protocol (GTP-U)) between eNodeB and PGW in EPC. According to [25] , an ICN-aware eNB is able to recognise ICN attributes in GTP-U headers [25] . This will provide opportunities for such eNBs at the mobile edge to perform ICN based content operations, in particular, content resolution.
Integration of ICN mechanisms at the cellular network edge is made possible via software upgrades, without installing any new hardware [25] . Content-aware operations (such as content resolution and control/management required) can be implemented on to the Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) enabled eNB at the cellular edge, which is fully in-line with ETSI/3GPP [26] . Features and benefits of MEC towards the implementation of such framework at the cellular edge is discussed in section 7. Now we present a brief overview on ICN-based content operations before formally introducing each function in Section 3.2:
1) CONTENT RESOLUTION
In ICN each content is uniquely identified by naming system followed by a content identifier. Each ICN architecture has its own convention of identifying contents according to its naming system, and we do not specifically recommend any particular naming approach, but our framework is kept generic so it could adapt to any ICN architectures as discussed in [15] . However, in order to illustrate how the proposed scheme can be realised through existing ICN instances, we provide the description by using CCN as the baseline with moderate extentions for supporting the D2D scenario. For the sake of clarity, we explain the proposed scheme at the content level, but apparently it can also support chunk-level content distributions. In addition, in order to support the handling of HTTP requests from a client, each eNB needs to be equipped with an additional level of HTTP-ICN translation gateway function, which has already been proposed in the literature [27] , however in this paper we assume a client device can support ICN. In such a scenario, a user in a coverage area issues an interest packet to his/her associated eNB for content resolution. Every eNB maintains its own content resolution table (CRT) which is equivalent to the Forwarding Information Base (FIB) in CCN. Upon an incoming CCN interest packet, the eNB takes the content resolver role by looking up its locally maintained CRT as in Fig. 1 . If the content is currently being carried by a helper which is within the D2D communication range of the requester, the eNB will simply forward the request towards the targeted helper in proximity of that client. The helper needs to know the device ID of the client in order to set-up the D2D communication link. As standardised in 3GPP [20] , eNB controls the configuration set-up and service authorization for direct communication between devices. After successful completion of such authentication procedure, helper establishes a secure D2D link with client for data transmission. Towards this end, the eNB (resolver) should have the knowledge about the actual locations of both clients and the helpers, typically through GPS or alternative non-GPS-based tracking techniques [26] , which will be discussed as part of section 7. 
2) CONTENT DELIVERY SETUP
Once an interest packet has been resolved to the helper in the D2D proximity of the requesting client, a new entry is added to the Content Forwarding Table ( CFT) based on which the helper is able to transmit the locally cached content to the client through direct D2D link. In this case, the link establishment for such content (also referred as data packet in CCN) transmission between the helper and the client is handled by the eNB. For the sake of minimising complexity, the proposed scheme only allows single-hop content delivery, which can be relatively easy to handle by the eNB. This is in contrast to the traditional multi-hop delay-tolerant networking (DTN) in which content objects are forwarded across a chain of devices autonomously [7] , [9] , [16] . On the other hand, we assume the basic scenario where a helper device can only unicast content to one single client at a time. In this case, if a content is detected to be popular in a given region, it can be cached at multiple helpers in that region in order to maximise the opportunity to have the data packets served to a large number of clients with common interests through multiple D2D links. In addition to the CFT at the helper side, a CCN pending interest table (PIT) is also required at the eNB side. In case no helper can successfully the client within a given time period, the content will be directly transmitted to the client through the eNB itself based on the PIT entry. In case the client has been successfully served by a nearby helper, it will send an Acknowledgement message back to the eNB which will then remove the entry from the PIT.
3) CONTENT CACHING CONTROL AT THE HELPER DEVICE LEVEL
In addition to the handling of client requests as an ICN resolver, an eNB also takes the responsibility of content caching controller for those helpers currently located in its own radio coverage. Specifically, since all the interest packets are first sent to the eNB as the content resolver, the eNB has the knowledge on the popularity of the content and chunked objects being requested in the local region. Based on such knowledge, each eNB autonomously makes decisions on what needs to be cached and carried by the local helpers. For this purpose, the eNB also maintains a helper table (HT) which records the cache utilisation/status of each helper (as in Fig. 1 ). There are two options for enforcing the caching of selected content on the helpers. The first option is for the eNB to directly push the content to the helper, even if the helper may not be interested in the content. Alternatively, the eNB can instruct the helper to cache its previously requested (popular) content and serve other clients in proximity who are also interested in it. These cache enforcement methods can be performed by simply sending a cache control signal message to the helper. In both cases, specific service level agreements (SLAs) should be established by the mobile operator and the helpers on their caching operations.
4) HELPER HANDOVER (HO) COORDINATION
In practice, it is not realistic to assume that all helpers will only stay under one single eNB coverage. Hence when a helper moves to a different eNB/cell, it is necessary to transfer helper related table entries from the source eNB to the target eNB, which can be based on the HO procedure specified in LTE-A radio interface 3GPP release-12 [28] . Detailed HO signalling and decision-making algorithm for efficient HO is presented in section 6.
As can be seen from the overview, there is a clear separation of the control plane and the data plane in the proposed scheme. While the eNB is not directly involved in the data plane for transmission of mobile content, it plays an essential role in the control plane for orchestrating the content distribution operations between devices. This includes resolving interest packets to helpers, coordination of D2D communication link establishment, as well as decision-making for content caching.
B. CONTENT RESOLUTION AND DELIVERY OPERATIONS WITH AN EXAMPLE
Each eNB needs to maintain a CRT (indexed by content ID) and HT (indexed by helper ID) which records the mapping of the mobile content identifier and its cached location(s) (i.e. the helper(s)). Additional meta-data can also be included, such as content size, popularity information which is useful for efficient caching decision making by each eNB. As shown in Fig. 1 , the client UE makes a request carrying a unique content identifier (in our case C9739). It's currently associated eNB resolves the interest packet and finds that the helper UE (H86) has that particular content. If a helper UE is in proximity range of the client according to the location knowledge obtained by the eNB, then the eNB will direct the interest packet to that helper, which carries the address of the requester as the destination of the data packet. This directed message will update the content forwarding table (CFT) of H86 as in Fig.1 . In this case, since it will be the helper that actually initiates the D2D communication for data packet forwarding, the eNB should at the same time coordinate with the helper regarding the establishment of the D2D radio link. Such a procedure can be simply adopted from existing D2D communication link establishment protocols [19] , [29] . In general, D2D communication between a helper and a client can be supported by one of the following three ways: direct WiFi communication or in-band spectrum communication or out-of-band spectrum communication [30] . With in-band spectrum communication, communication between two devices utilises the same frequency as the current eNB cell operates. Whereas with the out-band option, communication between two devices takes place in the frequency assigned explicitly for D2D communications. Details on the usage of the spectrum are outside the scope of this paper.
Once receiving the directed interest packet from the eNB, the helper is ready to forward the content to the requester. Upon the success of the data packet transmission, the client UE then sends an acknowledgement message back to the eNB, indicating it has obtained the requested data packet from the designated helper. This message can also be used for crediting helpers who have fulfilled their serving tasks [31] . However, in case the eNB fails to receive any acknowledgement from the requester within a given threshold period (e.g. S83 in the PIT in Fig. 1 ), it will resolve the pending request to the original content source rather than relying on opportunistic D2D based content distribution. In this case, the traditional GTP-U tunnel configuration is used to encapsulate all end user data [20] . Such a situation can happen especially when the helper is moving outside the proximity range. In order to successfully resolve every incoming interest packet, the eNB needs to maintain a pending interest table (PIT) which records the states for those interest packets that have been directed towards local helpers. Upon the receipt of a successful acknowledgement, the corresponding request is removed from the PIT. It can also be noted that, in contrast to CCN's two table architecture, in our framework we use four different tables at two different levels. In CCN, forwarding information Base (FIB) is used to forward interest packets to the next hop as required by content resolution. In our framework, the CRT Table at the eNB side is equivalent to the FIB in CCN, as it is responsible for forwarding content requests (i.e. CCN interest packets) to the next hop (which is a Helper in our case, if that helper has the requested content cached). It is worth noting that, CFT in our framework is completely different from FIB in CCN, as CFT is implemented at the helper level used to forward content to clients. The overall signalling chart for a successful content resolution and delivery is presented in Fig. 1b . The solid lines represent the signalling for the proposed content resolution and delivery operations, while the dash lines indicate the necessary D2D radio establishment arrangement according to 3GPP [20] .
IV. POI BASED HELPER SELECTION ALGORITHM AND ITS MODELLING
In this section, we focus on the issue of offline optimisation of helper selections based on their predictive mobility patterns. In the literature, helper selection schemes have largely been based on previous user mobility patterns (e.g. how active the user is in terms of mobility?), connectivity history (e.g. how many users has it encountered within a given time duration?), along with some simple algorithms like greedy heuristics and random selection [9] , [16] . In this section, we propose a method that considers three factors for helper selections. First, since POI is location dependent, we should find those users that have a higher probability to be near a POI where there could be a large number of potential content consumers. In a realistic scenario, a set of POIs can be identified as tourist attractions, shopping centres and even large business/office areas (in particular on working days). The second and third factors are to select users with maximum inter-contact time and social behaviour respectively. Inter-contact time (meeting time) indicates how long a user stays in D2D proximity with other users and Social behaviour considers the number of unique users encountered.
In order to support the proposed POI based selection algorithm, we consider two scenarios: (1) the majority of the clients near POIs are mobile and they tend to move from one POI to another, and (2) the majority of clients near POIs are more static at the given locations. In first scenario, when a POI attracts many mobile clients, our scheme tends to find helpers who are relatively static at that POIs. This scenario might be ideal for a restaurant (i.e. POI) based environment, where employees working are less mobile and located at POI (potential helper candidates), while customers visiting restaurant are more mobile around POI (possible clients). In the second scenario where the clients are mostly static, our scheme tends to select users who are mobile as potential helper candidates. This scenario typically represents business office environments, where most users (helpers and clients) are at their work desk during working hours. In this case, our scheme selects those users as helpers who are mobile, in order to maximise the encounter probability with those static clients. To note that, our proposed algorithm is a generic solution which covers all the simple above mentioned scenarios, to keep in mind other influential factors include speed and density of users. Hence our formulation below is based on the condition that users do not move with very high velocity.
To aid the POI based helper selection algorithm, we define a helper selection function that is based on the historically observed probability distribution of users' mobility and POI locations. Now, we start to discuss the mathematical formulation of this algorithm. Suppose that each individual user, labelled u i , has mobility probability distribution as P u i ( x i , t) and popularity of location dependency as P pop ( x i ), where x i is the position vector in two dimension of i th user at time 't'. P pop represents the distribution of user density in a given area, as more requests can be originated from the geographical locations with sense of user population. Using the above probability distribution functions, we define helper selection function as follows:
In the above equation, (x i , y i ) is the location coordinate of user u i at time t i . Integrals over dx i and dy i are applied over all positions in total area of the map considered for user u i . Here, X & Y are the boundaries of total area in which user mobility patterns are taken into account for selection. As can be seen in Equation (1), boundaries of x j and y j are dependent on x i and y i . Integrals over dx j and dy j are done such that user u j is within x proximity to user u i , where x is the D2D coverage range.
These boundaries in integrals are selected such that integral over positions of u j is calculated inside of a circle around (x i , y i ) (that is the position of u i ), with radius x representing the D2D radio coverage. Limits of integral boundaries over dx j are considered in an interval alongside the x-axis limited by circle as in Fig.2 . One can obtain two points on the circle boundaries associated to any x j in the mentioned interval. Boundaries over dy j are limited by the associated points on the circle that have y-coordinates, which can be derived from circle equation as follows,
Hence, limits over y j is from y − j to y + j where,
Since the probability distribution of user mobility may vary over time, in order to find the probability of position where user u j in a given time interval [t i , t i + t], we consider the mobility distribution of user u j in the time between t i to t i + t. Suppose that user u i is in location (x i , y i ) at time t i , in integral over dt j , we calculate the probability that user u j is within x radius from (x i , y i ) in the time interval starting from t i for the duration of t. By this way, those users that have more inter-contact time with others will have higher values for integrals. In practice, t could be a pre-defined period by the mobile operator based on various factors such as, user density, typical type/size of content to offload to D2D, and other D2D lower layer metrics. With our framework, we tend to offload social media traffic, whose content sizes are typically at the order of tens of megabytes. Experimental results have showed that two UEs can exchange up to 1.48 MB of data during very short inter-contacts (in the order of seconds) using WiFi [6] . Hence, t value could be in the order of 5-10 seconds.
Integral over dt i is computed over the total period of offline observation time 'T'. In practice, T could be in the order of days to weeks, and this depends on the stored duration of previous mobility patterns of users by the network operator. After calculating all integrals in Equation (1), for each user u i we need to sum over all other users to obtain the total probability of user u i being in proximity to all other users. This summation captures the social behaviour of individual users.
As mentioned earlier, users are assumed to spend more time near POIs than other places, and this has been contemplated in mobility probability distribution P u i . Hence the integrals in Equation (1) consolidate all three factors that were identified for selecting set of helpers from users. History of users' mobility patterns and location based request patterns can be utilized to find P u i ( x i , t) and P pop ( x i ), respectively. Users with maximum values of F u i will be the suitable user candidates to take the role of helpers. In order to have a numerical method for calculating integrals, and to have Equation (1) always numerically computable, we propose a model based on Gaussian mixture to represent P u i ( x i , t). Assuming the total number of POIs is K, and users' mobility around each POI approximately can be described by a Gaussian distribution with definite mean and standard deviation function. Based on this, P u i ( x i , t) can be expressed as:
Where, α k is the weight of k th component in the used Gaussian mixture model, and it can be considered as the probability of each user being closer to k th POI than the other POIs. µ k and σ k are mean and standard deviation of Gaussian distribution which has following form in two dimensions,
Using Equation (3) and (2) in integral (1), can be obtained numerically. So, we select the top proportion of users for whom the value of F u i is maximum as helpers. Here, top proportion/ percentage of helpers can be decided by the network operator, more details on this decision is described in section 8. Now we simplify the time dependency of distributions given in equation (1) as follows. The entire capturing period T can cover a number of days in order to get necessary confidence level. On the other hand, according to the literature [12] , [13] , the mobility patterns of majority of mobile users remain very similar on daily basis in the following three time periods. The first period is user's working hour period ([t morning , t lateafternoon ]), and the second is the time a user perform outdoor activities during evening time ([t lateafternoon , t earlynight ]), and the third is user's time spent at home ([t earlynight , t morning ], in particular during night) when there is no opportunity for D2D offloading. In order to calculate the integrals over time (dt i and dt j ) in helper selection function of equation (1), we consider three time independent distributions related to time intervals as discussed above. To note that offloading data is not realistic during the thirdperiod, so numerical evaluations are not carried on during this period. As mentioned earlier, mobility pattern distribution of users in these intervals are almost the same over period of a day [12] . In section 8, we construct a simulation scenario and evaluate the performance of D2D offloading.
V. CONTENT CONTROL CACHING ALGORITHM
Helpers used for offloading have cache memory for caching and offloading mobile contents. Such cache memory at each helper has to be intelligently used to offload maximum traffic to clients. For such reasons, we propose content level control algorithm, which has intelligence at the eNB level for decision-making on content eviction on the cache memory. When an eNB decides to push a new content to be cached at the helper side, it selects a helper from the cell which has the currently least popular content and also with larger content size than the new content to be cached. For this purpose, the eNB should also have the knowledge on the size of the content, and this can be obtained by the previous delivery of same content through the eNB before it is considered for caching. If the existing content object is less popular, then the content replacement will take place. The process of pushing a more popular content to helper's cache memory from eNB is called an implant. This concept of content eviction is described in Algorithm table below. 
Algorithm 1
Decision Making on Content Caching/Eviction at a Helper INPUT: A new content object 'c potentially to be cached
End for
We employ this simple eviction decision-making scheme to be executed on the eNB side, where a device-cached content with the least number of request counts are removed and replaced with content with more number of request counts, according to a sliding window size (T sw ). The sliding-window based eviction algorithm is an adapted version of the generic Least Frequently Used (LFU) eviction policy. In LFU only the number of requests for each content object is noted whereas, in our scheme, we improve the traditional LFU scheme with a sliding window based approach. LFU, in general can be a very effective algorithm but it becomes less efficient in caching content with highly dynamic popularity patterns such as social media [32] . This is because the trend of content popularity can change quickly over time, and for LFU to adopt it and retain popular content will be time-consuming and less effective. As depicted in Fig. 3 , the proposed sliding window slides over time and considers the interest packet statistics (indicating the content popularity conditions) only for that window size representing the most recent time period. This will also provide us with leverage to have different window size for different types of contents, for e.g. weather, traffic report and flash news can have a smaller window size, so they get evicted out much sooner than other popular multimedia content with larger window size.
In our algorithm we follow the steps below:
• Check if a request for i R arises, then eNB increments value of P i . For scalability reasons, we keep P i 's count for only a fixed period of time T sw (using a sliding window). R is the set of requests for content, which are not cached at the helper side but are eligible to be in helpers due to its popularity.
• To add a new content 'c , find content k = arg min
where P k 's lifetime expires after T sw .
Compare P c against P k , if P k < P c and C k ≥ C c then replace content k with 'c at H k . By this algorithm, the popularity of content can be learned and predicted quickly, and hence data cached can be utilized more effectively. It is worth mentioning that, alternative content caching/eviction schemes can be directly applied in the proposed architecture in a plug and play fashion.
VI. SELECTIVE HO COORDINATION BASED ON HEAT MAP PROFILES
As mentioned earlier, every content-aware eNB maintains information about local helpers in the form of three tables, as in Fig.1 . When a helper moves from source eNB (S-eNB) to neighbouring target eNB (T-eNB), either the helper or the S-eNB should update the T-eNB about the relocation along with the information of its cached contents. Fig. 4(a) , depicts the standard X2 based handover (HO) procedure in LTE-A radio interface [28] . By default, user's control plane and user plane context are transferred from the source eNB to the target eNB. Also, in order to minimise packet loss, the source eNB forwards the UE's downlink (and optionally uplink) user plane data to the target eNB, as in step 5. As such, one way to keep the helpers active while traversing different eNBs is to simply transfer its related table entries from S-eNB to T-eNB along with data forwarding plane in step 5. Based on this information from S-eNB, the T-eNB will be aware of necessary details (cached contents and etc.) about the incoming helper and update related entries to its tables. This will mean that upon each HO event, table entries for the corresponding helper needs to be transferred from S-eNB to T-eNB, which incurs additional overhead in processing, signalling and repository overhead. On each HO, updates made to the respective tables at T-eNB are considered as repository overhead.
From analysing the dataset obtained from realistic user handover patterns [33] , it is observed that the average number of eNBs each user visit on a period of 24 hours is 13.01 and the average number of HO made by each user is 125.76. We also found that on average users spend 83% of their time within the coverage of 3 eNBs, and more than 60% of users have at least one ''default'' cell that they stay with on daily basis, and 90% can be covered only with two cells at most. The above observation clearly shows that users are accustomed to following regular mobility patterns that include maximum time spent in a small number of cells daily. However, it is also worth mentioning that even if a mobile user has more than one default cells, they are not necessarily adjacent to each other. Our analyses are in line with many others in the literature [12] , [34] . These observations motivated us to propose a cost-efficient way of helper HO coordination, which is based on selective individual Heatmap statistics. Heat-map statistics for any individual user can be derived at the network edge using the path based mobility model proposed by [35] which is based on analysing previous movement patterns information (i.e. past directions including the time dimension).
Based on the previous spatial-temporal mobility pattern of users, an MEC enabled eNB can predict the average time duration a user is to spend in its coverage. The predicted time duration in the coverage can be directly interpreted as individual user heat-map, as depicted in Fig.4 (c) . The darker colour indicates maximum time spent by the user in that particular coverage. Fig.4 (c) simply represents a user's daily predictive pattern between location points A and B. In Fig.4 (b) we present the Heat-map based selective helper HO coordination signalling framework. When a helper relocates from S-eNB to T-eNB, related table entries from CRT and HT at S-eNB is forwarded to T-eNB along with data forwarding plane of traditional HO procedure (as in step-5 of Fig.4 (a) ). After that, heat at T-eNB is compared with a standard threshold level and if the heat is higher than the threshold, then the received user related entries at T-eNB is inserted to its own respective tables, making the user a newly added helper under its coverage. If the T-eNB's heat for helper is lower than the threshold then the helper related entries are not inserted to the eNB-maintained tables (i.e. CRT and HT) but will be transferred to next eNB on HO, as this indicates the helper is not expected to stay very long in that ''transit'' cell. To note that threshold level is decided by the mobile operator based on factors like user density, signalling load and request traffic. For this reason, the entry details on helper have to follow the standard format for transmitting, as tabulated in Fig.4 (c) . In cases where the user making HO is a conventional client, then it's relevant entries from PIT is forwarded to T-eNB via data forwarding plane, after which the T-eNB will resolve the content immediately.
A simple example is depicted in Fig.4 (c) where a user (helper) travelling from point A to B, traversing a sequence of eNB/cells which incurs HO events along its route. Based on previous knowledge, it is anticipated that this user is not going to spend a long time at the intermediate eNBs but is only interested in the final destination (i.e. point B). Hence by our selective helper HO coordination approach, the decision on processing/ inserting entries at T-eNBs depends on heat level at each T-eNB. When helper makes an HO from cell-4 to cell-7, due to threshold comparison outcome, entry data is not inserted into its T-eNB's tables but is forwarded to next eNB on its following HO, and this continues up to cell-2 (where the Heat-map value is higher than the threshold). Only at this point, entries are inserted into its T-eNB's tables at cell-2, meaning the user can act as helper again. In this simple example, our selective HO coordination approach minimised 4 repository overheads compared to traditional HO. It is worth mentioning that, an operator has the flexibility to dynamically tune the threshold level according to specific contexts. More detailed performance analysis will be discussed as part of section 8.
VII. PRACTICALITY CONSIDERATIONS A. MOBILE EDGE COMPUTING ENABLED eNB
The proposed scheme with content-awareness is fully in-line with the Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) paradigm recently proposed in ETSI/3GPP [26] . MEC provides IT, storage and computing capabilities within the Radio Access Network in close proximity to mobile clients. Such MEC functionalities can directly support the required mobile content intelligence in our framework. Specifically, On-Premises location (deployed either at the LTE macro base station (eNB) site, or at the 3G Radio Network Controller site) meaning that it is located close to users and can run isolated from the rest of the network while having access to local resources. In addition, access to real-time network context data (e.g. dynamic link quality, radio and network information) can be used to develop a more intelligent scheme with network condition awareness. 3GPP [20] has a standardised protocol on how cellular edge (eNB) can perform service authorization and revocation for ProSe Direct Discovery and ProSe Direct Communication, in both Spectrum mode and WiFi direct mode. Details on the usage of a particular mode for D2D are outside the scope of this paper.
B. THE ACCURACY OF POSITIONING METHODS IN LTE
Location information from users can be obtained via a variety of methods. GPS being the most popular tool has some wellknown disadvantages such as high power consumption and degraded performance at dense urban areas. Whereas in a cellular network, many measurement data such as received signal strength, time difference of arrival, frequency difference of arrival, time difference of arrival and angle of arrival can be used to determine device location. Such measurement based approaches overcome the limitations of GPS with a maximum estimation error between 3.8m and 10.5m according to [36] . Our proposed framework could simply leverage on one such positioning techniques without the involvement of GPS for tracking its users. In this context, the eNB could determine helpers in client's D2D communication range, which has already been adopted for in-proximity device discovery and D2D based spectrum allocation applications in 3GPP Proximity Services (ProSe) [20] . Our proposed scheme for mobile content offloading is exactly based on such basic and generic ProSe service operations on the top. The range of user's D2D communication depends on the mode of transportation, this could either be in the unlicensed spectrum or licensed spectrum. To note, if the number of eNBs increase VOLUME 6, 2018 the D2D communication range decreases due to interference issues, in contrast, the accuracy of user location determination increases [36] , [37] . With the involvement of Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) in the future 5G cellular network, location awareness, network measurement based tracking of active (without GPS) users can be fulfilled at network edge with less computation, overhead and higher accuracy [26] .
C. SERVICE AGREEMENT FOR HELPERS
Users who are willing to act as helpers will need a service agreement with the cellular operator. In which case the helpers will share its context information (i.e. the size of cache memory etc.) and its own resources to contribute to the network in exchange for incentives [31] . Detailed work on the type of incentives given by operators is outside the scope of this paper. In addition, some related work [23] , [24] , showed the performance benefits of cellular network-assisted D2D in unlicensed spectrum (e.g. WiFi Direct) with regards to peer discovery, interference and D2D connection establishment. With our framework, we use unlicensed WiFi band for D2D communication, but it's worth pointing out that we do not particularly speculate it as the best mode for D2D communication.
D. SECURITY
Security is another concern in direct D2D communication.
In the case of general D2D content distribution, a malicious UE could modify the content before passing it to other clients. In fact, according to the existing D2D-based traffic offloading schemes [7] , [9] , [16] , all the UEs can participate in D2D based content transmission, and also across multiple hops. In this paper, the eNB (using embed secured computing features of MEC) only re-directs interest packets from clients to the pre-selected, authorised and authenticated helpers for serving clients in proximity. Such a feature ensures a higher degree of security as compared to previous schemes. In addition, security aspects for enabling a secure D2D channel between devices for data transfer are defined in 3GPP ProSe TS 33.303 [20] . Where members of a group share a secret from which a group security key may be derived to encrypt all user data traffic between the helper-client pair. Authorization for one-to-one or one-to-many ProSe direct communication is configured in the UE, assisted by the eNB [20] .
E. ENERGY CONSUMPTION
On the device energy side, there is no doubt that additional energy needs to be consumed for opportunistically serving content on the helper side, as compared to other conventional UEs. Incentives such as higher priority in energy harvesting services [38] for device battery sustainability on the helper side could potentially address this problem (i.e. can serve as a win-win case for both helpers and mobile operators). The energy consumption pattern depends on a wide range of factors such as signal strength, transmission range, the size of data transferred and interference level. Energy consumption dependency between the sizes of transferred data using different network interfaces are captured and studied in [39] . The general observation is that WiFi radio is the desired communication medium between devices, whereas LTE and 3G are less energy efficient for transferring smaller amount of data. On transferring small-size data by LTE, energy per bit decreases as bulk data size increases [39] .
As such, our WiFi-enabled D2D based offloading schemes can be used to offload these small pieces of data packet to clients with minimum energy consumption (more detailed performance analysis is presented in section 8). When a helper device's remaining energy drops below a given threshold, a signalling message is triggered to the eNB, which will, therefore, stop using that particular user as a helper, in terms of both resolving requests and pushing new data packet for caching. Certainly, lower layer metrics like interference management, security issues like the authenticity of content validation and analysis on incentives to helpers will certainly remain as part of our future work.
VIII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS
In this section, we extensively evaluate the offloading framework based on SPMBM and WDMM mobility models which exhibit different characteristics. First of all, in section 8.1 we validate the simulator by comparing its performance gain against the POI based helper selection model's analytical results. Sections 8.2 and 8.3 focus on the evaluation of the framework according to various network-oriented KPIs, and performances have been compared against selected D2D offloading frameworks in the literature. In addition, we further quantify user-oriented metrics such as reward distribution fairness among incentivised helpers. In section 8.4, we study the advanced scenario of selective HO coordination between eNBs for enabling social media delivery operations in a mobile environment. Finally, in section 8.5 we present our experimental study by analysing the framework with chunklevel content distribution with higher transmission flexibility. The rationale behind is to quantify the potential benefits of considering content chunks with higher granularity which can be flexibly delivered through transient encounters between helpers and clients.
A. PERFORMANCE OF POI BASED HELPER SELECTION
A typical KP) of our ICN-based D2D caching scheme can simply be defined as the ratio of requests that are offloaded by helper devices to the total number of requests made by users. To identify a mathematical model for benchmarking this performance, one needs the distribution of requests and distribution of helpers' mobility pattern. Hence, we developed a mathematical framework to model the expected performance. For a start, the spatial-temporal interest packet distributions from clients should be obtained. This can be achieved by using individual users' mobility and request patterns. If the mobility and request distribution of user u i is represented by P u i ( x i , t) and P req u i (t) respectively, the total request 2120 VOLUME 6, 2018 distribution of all users can be written as:
Using distributions calculated in (4), the probability of all requests made by users that are satisfied by helpers is as follows:
In the above equation, {H } is the set of all helpers selected based on Equation (1), and sums over all selected users as helpers. The integral limits are the same as in Equation 1, except for this time it is integrated on total request distribution P req tot ( x i , t). As can be seen, the above expression is dependent on the percentage of users have been selected as helpers ({H }) in Equation (1) . Therefore, this formulation allows us to quantify the performance of D2D caching for different sets of helpers. This outcome can be used to calculate the minimum number of helpers required to achieve a desired performance. The parameters used in above expression is summarised in Table 2 .
The formulation developed in the previous section based on Gaussian mixture model provides a practical way to calculate the above integrals. For our analysis, we used 100 mobile users, with a D2D transmission distance of 30 meters along with a map of area 1000 × 2000 m 2 , which contains three POIs. Each user had different probability value α in each POIs, which indicates that different users have different probability of time spending near each POI in the map. Mean (µ k ) and standard deviation (σ k ) were generated randomly for each user that is relative to the size of each POIs according to Gaussian distribution introduced in Equation (2) . A matrix with the number of users as size was formed and was used to calculate F u i from Equation (1). After this, a top percentage of users is identified as helpers for which the values of F u i is maximum. Then the selected helpers along with its alpha value (see equation (2)), mean and standard deviation values at each POI can be used to integrate Equation (5) to find PH req . Value PH req can be obtained for different percentage of helpers, hence depending on the policies and traffic conditions the network operator can determine the percentage of helpers dynamically. As mentioned earlier, the mobility distribution that we consider for each user in every time intervals mentioned are timeindependent. T in equation (1 and 5) is the total time period for mobility pattern capturing as input to helper selection, which is assumed to be 24 hours [12] , [13] .
We also implemented the algorithm on top of the Opportunistic Network Environment (ONE) simulator [40] , with similar mobility and request pattern from users. In order to validate the implemented helper selection algorithm on the simulator, same matrix was given as input to the simulator and a top set of suitable helpers were found. Then these sets of selected helpers along with its alpha, mean and standard deviation values at each POI was used to integrate Equation (5) to compute PH req . It is the same case with various percentages of random and existing heuristic helper selection [9] schemes. As depicted in Fig. 5 , it can be seen that our POI based helper selection performs noticeably better than the random and existing heuristic selection schemes [9] . It can also be seen that the POI based analytical selection is almost the same as POI based helper selection implemented on the simulator, thereby validating the accuracy of our simulator along with mathematical modelling. Results depicted in Fig. 5 is obtained such that, the simulator model already has studied the mobility pattern of users and popularity distribution of contents. Hence is the reason to have PH req of 1, for higher percentage of helpers. It is worth mentioning that the obtained result is very specific to the mobility model used, and in the next section, we will evaluate the performance against various realistic mobility models.
B. SIMULATION EXPERIMENT SETUP
We use a real city map obtained from [41] for our performance evaluation. The percentage of offloaded requests (OR) VOLUME 6, 2018 and percentage of implanted requests (IR) are the main performance metrics considered in our scheme. OR is the ratio of interest packets served via device helpers against the total number of requests made by all clients, i.e. directly proportional to the number of D2D based offloaded requests. IR is the ratio of implants made on helper's cache for future dissemination against the total number of requests made by all clients, i.e. directly proportional to a number of implanted requests. We also evaluate the signalling overhead ratio,
where N r is the number of times content got relayed before delivery and N d is the number of contents delivered successfully, i.e. is the average number of forwarded copies per message. Low value of overhead means less processing required for delivering the messages. It is worth mentioning that, total relayed messages in our scheme will be the combination of implants made on helpers and a hop from helper to client. We simulated the network with 500 mobile nodes and set the maximum number of data items to be 1000 (randomly distributed from 100 KB to 10 MB, to note median content size in YouTube is 8.4MB [42] ). The area of the map was 2300 x 2400 m 2 , i.e. not densely populated for 500 mobile nodes. By default, for the sake of simplicity we assume the whole area is controlled by a single MEC assisted eNB, later on in Section 8.4 we evaluate cases with multi eNB handling. Cache size of each helper node was set to be 500MB. We are using WiFi for D2D communication, hence D2D transmission range of each node was 30 meters, the rate of transmission was set to be 2Mbps [10] , and our T sw was set to be 2 hours. Previous experimental results have shown that two mobile devices can exchange up to 1.48 MB of data during their short inter-contacts (in the order of seconds) [6] . Zipf distribution is well known for the use in content popularity modelling. In our simulation, all client nodes generate interest packets follow Zipf distribution. Unless specifically mentioned by default delay tolerable or access time (D t ) is set to a realistic interval of 5 seconds, i.e. difference between requested time and the start of content reception time should be less than 5 seconds. Our performance evaluation strategy is summarised as follows. We start with evaluating offloading performance obtained by the proposed content level POI based helper selection algorithm against random selection within our framework. The purpose of this is to internally quantify the efficiency of the plug-and-play algorithms which can be embedded into the overall framework. Based on this algorithm, we move on by comparing the holistic framework with some popular existing frameworks from literature [7] - [9] , in particular, some representative schemes that allow multi-hop mobile content delivery. We then show that our proposed framework is more efficient in terms of both system efficiency and user experiences. We refer to system efficiency in our framework as the overall offloading and reduced overhead ratio of the system, and user experience as constrained requirement on access delay for clients. In addition, the user experience can also refer to finding optimal fair reward distribution back to all participating helpers.
C. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION UNDER SPMBM AND WDMM FOR CONTENT LEVEL OFFLOADING
We examined the proposed scheme based on two different mobility models, SPMBM [40] and WDMM [13] . The user in SPMBM selects a destination from the list of POIs on the map and takes the shortest route to that point. For evaluation, POIs on the city map was spread randomly, these POIs may be any popular real-world destinations such as meeting points or tourist attractions [13] . Some POIs are more popular than the others, similarly, in our simulation, some POIs are densely populated while the others are not. This was achieved by feeding in appropriate probability value for each POI [13] , [40] . SPMBM emulates mobility of users who are tourists or user's weekend mobility characteristics. We do not evaluate based on real-world mobility traces such as Cambridge or Dartmouth traces, because they are intercontact based traces, meaning that trace only contains the data of inter-contact time between users along with time stamp. While our proposed POI based helper selection is location driven. However, WDMM emulates human mobility behaviours on working day basis, e.g. between home and offices considering daily working behaviours. WDMM is proved to have characteristics such as, inter-contact time and contact time distributions similar to that of realistic realtime mobility traces such as, Reality Project of MIT, Cambridge trace gathered by the Haggle project and Dartmouth traces [13] . In Fig. 6 we plot the percentage of OR and IR over various helper selection and content cache control algorithms under SPMBM model. Both the curves undergo two stages i.e. variable phase (VP) and saturation phase (SP). VP is a phase where the caching schemes tend to find the right popular contents in helpers' cache memories (before the caching space is fully used). As observed, the OR ratio keeps increasing in both random and POI based helper selections, with increasing number of content objects being cached at helpers. Over time this phase transforms into SP, in which all the cache memories of helpers are occupied with maximum popular contents. Any popularity shift on data in the network will affect the SP, and hence a sliding window approach (with T sw ) is followed to make this phase as steady as possible.
From Fig. 6 (a) we see that, with coordinated content caching algorithm and random helper selection algorithm only 35.9% of total requests were offloaded on an average along with 7.2% of implants. So it's clear that with our framework POI based helper selection can outsmart the random helper selection scheme. In Fig. 6 (b) we can see that POI based helper selection along with random cache control algorithm offloads up to 44% of total requests with 28.5% of implants. Offloading percentage increases because the helpers were selected based on POIs. With offloading percentage, implant rate also increases because of random content cache which leaves our coordinated caching scheme better than random caching scheme.
We now evaluate the performance based on the WDMM. It can be easily inferred that during idle hours (e.g. midnight) where human mobility is extremely low, the proposed D2D based content dissemination technique is of little benefit in practice. As such, in our simulation study, we only focus on the peak-hour period of a single day. As depicted in Fig. 7 (a) , with random helper selection (and coordinated content caching), up to 28.5% of mobile interest packets was offloaded by helpers during the given period. In contrast, with the POI based helper selection algorithm, up to 41.9% of requests were offloaded. In both cases, the success rate of offloading to D2D helpers reaches its peak during the daytime when the overall number of inter-contact rate between users hits its peak. Understandably, with a lower volume of contact rate early in the morning or in the evening, the OR performances are not as promising as those during the peak. IR in both the cases was fairly the same. The Performance against coordinated cache control vs. random cache control is plotted in Fig. 7 (b) , and the characteristics observation are similar to SPMBM.
In addition to the performance analysis on our proposed scheme, we also evaluate its benefits and cost against some representative (multi-hop) D2D offloading frameworks in the literature. In Fig. 8 (a) , we compare our framework with the recently proposed DROiD Scheme [7] , and the overhead ratios of both the schemes are plotted in Fig. 8 (b) . Here we compare specifically against DROiD because similar to our framework this approach combines the use of infrastructure resources (eNB) and D2D for content offloading. DROiD uses ad-hoc multi-hop based epidemic forwarding to distribute set of popular contents throughout the network (to every user). In order to meet the target threshold offloading percentage, DROiD injects contents to random users based on dissemination feedback. When such a scheme was evaluated under the scenario where users request for different contents from different location and popularity at various time intervals, the offloading performance of DROiD scheme is comparable with our scheme, but this comes with very high IR and overhead ratio. IR in our framework is equivalent to the injection done in DROiD framework. With 2s tolerable access delay, DROiD's IR is almost the same as OR whereas, with 10s the IR for DROiD increases because of the possibility of the second level injection to the users.
When the target threshold in DROiD increases, the rate of IR increases accordingly. With longer D t , the value of IR decreases but the overhead ratio increases, because the content will now be relayed over many users via epidemic forwarding. As a conclusion from such comparison, the DROiD framework is more suitable when all users in network want the same popular content around the same time, which is not necessarily the constraint for our proposed scheme. In Table 3 , we compare the percentage of data offloading under various tolerance degree of content access time (D t ). Due to the single hop-content delivery policy in our proposed scheme, it can be inferred that it is able to offload more mobile content traffic in limited time constraints compared with other multi-hop based schemes [8] , [9] . Realistically, in general, mobile content delivery applications do require content access time to be on the scale of seconds for the sake of user experiences. On the other hand, even without any bounded content access time constraints, our proposed scheme is comparable with existing schemes but with less complexity by avoiding multi-hop relay operations. At every stage, the overhead ratio from our proposed framework is less compared to other decentralised ad-hoc based routing schemes. From our previous work [11] , it is worth pointing out that the performance analysis over increase in percentage of helpers, percentage of user density, energy consumption for clients and helpers over existing frameworks and 3G/LTE were already analysed and the results were depicted.
From helpers' point of view, it is interesting to see the distribution of rewards to helpers depends on their actual contributions. In our framework, an actual reward is based on a successful delivery of requested content from a helper to a client via their D2D link. Here fairness is an important metric for evaluating whether individual helpers have similar opportunities to serve their locally cached content to clients. For instance, it might not be fair when one helper receives substantially more rewards than another, when both the helpers have cached the same amount of data. It can be seen from Fig. 9 under uniform requests generation, POI based selection algorithm's helpers all have fairly equal distribution of rewards ranging from 4% to 6% of the total reward. This means that one helper received a least of 4% incentive and another helper with a maximum incentive of 6%, which is of total incentives given to helpers for offloading contents. These indirectly represent the offloading workload shared among helpers. Such variation is dependent on the request distribution among various POIs, hence we also include the results against power-law and random distributions of request among POIs. In the power-law distribution, requests originating from a few POIs are much higher than the others. Hence from Fig. 9 it can be seen that the reward distribution is not as fair as it was for uniformly distributed requests. This is because our helper selection is offline, hence it does not consider or predict the online request distribution among POIs. Hence, as our future work we will investigate helper selection strategies which also considers dynamic request distribution patterns.
D. PERFORMANCE OF HEAT MAP BASED SELECTIVE INTER-eNB HO COORDINATION
In order to evaluate the performance of the advanced HO coordination mechanism, we simulated the scenario with users moving in a given area covered by multiple cells/eNBs. It can be easily inferred that the performances are dependent on various cell size configurations. We consider the following three scenarios, (1) proposed selective HO scheme based on Heat Map, (2) Non-selective (i.e. X2 based HO procedure in LTE-A [28] ), and (3) No-coordination (i.e. each helper only takes its role in the one single default cell, eNB which selected that user as helper). In Fig. 10 , we show the quantified benefits of Heat-map based selective HO coordination. It can be seen that OR for first two approaches has fairly similar offloading characteristics.
The percentage of offloading without any HO coordination drops down significantly over smaller cell size, surprisingly they don't drop any lower because, as mentioned earlier, on average users spend 83% of their time within 3 eNBs coverage area. In the heat-map based approach, a helper while traversing through various eNBs wouldn't offload to users in proximity, hence this explains a slight drop in OR over smaller cell sizes. We also plot the average eNB's repository overhead over various cell sizes in Fig. 10 (b) . In the nonselective approach, the overhead increases with a decrease in cell size. It is vice versa with the selective heat-map based approach, because of its selective repository insertion at each eNB. Repository maintenance overhead for no HO coordination, in this case, is much lower than selective heat-map based approach, but it leads to substantially lower OR as indicated in Fig. 10 (a) .
E. PERFORMANCE OF CHUNK LEVEL CACHE CONTROL ALGORITHM
As mentioned previously, caching content at the chunked granularity has many potential benefits [43] . This is particularly the case where the D2D connectivity between the helpers and clients can be transient, i.e. the inter-contact time between them is short. In this context, segmentation of a whole content into multiple chunks offers high flexibility in supporting (partially) offloading a content object, specifically with limited access time and large content size. Now we conduct a brief study on the chunk level content dissemination based on locality grouping of helpers. In our scenario, an eNB places chunks belonging to the same content object on helpers close to each other based on their locality relationship with specific POIs. This is to meet the characteristics of users, who have a significant impact on locality, homophily and birds-of-a-feather effect [44] , [45] . This means that people geographically close to each other may have similar interests as characteristics and are clustered by regions. eNB has necessary knowledge on helpers' location and hence can group them for jointly serving chunks belonging to the same content object.
For evaluation, we simulated the scenarios with users disseminating chunk level data against random selection algorithm on both SPMBM and WDMM. In random chunk selection, eNB selects random helpers from its coverage for caching each chunk. The size of contents used for offloading was randomly distributed from 5 to 20 MB and each content was chunked in such a way that the average chunk size was 500KB. To note, D2D transmission data rate between devices were set to be 2Mbps. Hence, an average chunk size of 500KB is reasonable for realistic inter contact interval between users [10] . For simplicity, we assumed all chunks that belonged to a content had the same popularity level. From Fig. 11 (a) we see that with proposed chunk level algorithm 57% of content chunks were offloaded successfully, while with random chunk distribution only 33% of the requests were offloaded.
We also evaluated the performance against existing content level schemes, it can be inferred that chunk level distribution will perform better than the content level. This is because D2D connectivity is opportunistic and the intercontact period between users are mostly short, so the probability of offloading a large content is much lower than offloading at the chunk level. When a helper and a client move away from each other during a content level offloading, the whole content has to be sent again if the transmission fails. While, with chunked granularity, only the chunks that were not received by the client has to be delivered later on, either via another helper or directly from the cellular link. Due to such nature, from Fig. 11 (b&c) we see that our chunk level offloading is performing better than content level offloading.
The offloading trend between chunk-and content-level offloading reduces with the decrease in request rate. For a lower request rate, helpers have fewer users to serve, hence many clients are being offloaded successfully at the content level. In the case of decentralised dissemination schemes such as DROiD and DTN, lower request rate consumes longer time for content to reach the destinations. Hence effective offloading percentage decreases over reduced request rate. The rate of IR for chunked approach is higher compared to content level and DROiD approach, and this is because of the additional implants used by chunk level distribution as part of the algorithm. IR for de-centralised DTN approach is not included because the framework doesn't have a centralised entity to push/implant the content to the device level, while the whole dissemination is completely ad-hoc based. We plot the overhead ratio incurred over various schemes on SPMBM, in Table 4 . Chunk based distribution has higher overhead compared to content level approach. The reason is that in some cases, the helper or the eNB had to coordinate with the client to find out which chunks were not offloaded previously. When the same was evaluated on WDMM, similar characteristics were observed as SPMBM, the evaluated results are plotted in Fig. 11 (d,e&f) .
Effects on various tolerant period and user density are depicted in Fig. 12 . The performance trend between chunk level and content level offloading scheme is much smaller with increased tolerant period. This is because, tolerant time helps the content level offloading helpers to have more than one attempt to offload the content to the client, which effectively increases the overall offloading percentage. Whereas, the Zipf popularity distribution and cache size prevent the chunk level algorithm from performing any better. DROiD and DTN's offloading percentage increases with the growth of tolerant period. This is because increased tolerant period gives more time for such multi-hop schemes to find its destination, but with the cost of overhead ratio increased 6 times. A similar trend in OR, IR and overhead were observed with increased user density.
Offloading gain against various content sizes is depicted in Fig 13 (a) . It can be seen that chunk level offloading doesn't bring noticeable benefits when the content size is 5MB or smaller. To note, chunk level offloading requires additional IR for distributing chunks. The chunk level distribution becomes essential only when the content size used in offloading exceeds 20MB, and we refer this to be an applicable offloading condition. Similar applicable conditions (recommendations) with access delay, popularity skew and percentage of helpers over various mobility models are summarised in Fig. 13 (b) . With WDMM at least 6% helpers are required for D2D offloading to be beneficial, whereas with RWP 19% of helpers were required, this is because of the non-realistic randomness in movement model. Such boundary limits can be used as a reference by the operators to decide if D2D offloading is to be any beneficial. Since the framework and algorithms are centrally controlled by network edge, it would be simply optimal to configure the framework and helpers to achieve a desirable trade-off in offloading threshold. In case, when popularity skew distribution falls below 0.35, the operator could simply not use D2D offloading and instead resolve request directly. With both SPMBM and WDMM, viable offloading gains were achieved with instant access delay, which was not the case with existing D2D offloading frameworks in the literature. We would like to point out that the specific recommendations obtained were the theoretical upper bound that was achieved with a D2D transmission rate of 2Mbps. We do not particularly speculate the best mode for D2D communication for instance if spectrum mode is used for D2D communication, in which the transmission range and data rate are much higher [18] , [46] , then such boundary limits can be extended to fit the new changes. With our framework, the operators could easily learn and adopt different boundary policies with specific contexts.
IX. CONCLUSION
Information centric networking (ICN) has been widely investigated in the research community for efficient content distribution at large scale. In this paper, we aim to push the ICN application boundary from network core towards the device level. Our contribution includes a proposed cellularbased network framework with mobile content awareness, intelligence for content resolution to designated helpers in proximity, protocol signalling specification, coordinated content and chunk caching/eviction control on the helper side, POI based helper selection algorithm with analytical modelling, optimal fair reward distribution back to all participating helpers and Heat-map based selective user HO coordination. The proposed scheme is thus a way of spreading popular content from the network side to the devices side in the cellular environment, but still coordinated by the network edge such as eNBs. From an optimisation point of view, we illustrated that a smart POI based helper selection scheme and chunk level management scheme are able to potentially lead to a significant proportion of offloaded interest packets away from the cellular network to helper devices. Our proposed holistic framework for offloading small pieces of social media content has proved to have a significantly less overhead ratio, access delay and repository overhead compared to some existing frameworks from literature. Unlike other D2D offloading frameworks in the literature, our ICN based framework could be easily configured to achieve various threshold boundaries under different trade-offs conditions. 
